
Are these the real bombers?
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Photograph information
1. Two private security agents are shown from two different angles at the Boston 
Marathon. We know they are security agents because of their hand positions in the 
top pic and because the audio cord of one’s communication earpiece is visible in the 
inset of the lower pic.

2. The same two agents are running from something This picture is telling because 
they are the only ones moving; the other people in the pic are merely milling about and 
clearly see nothing to alarm them. Could it be that the agents are running away from a 
bomb they know is going to go off? Note that the agent on the left under the red arrow 
is not wearing the backpack he was wearing earlier in pic #1. The FBI has told us that 
the pressure-cooker bombs that exploded at the marathon were in backpacks, so the 
idea that he planted a bomb has a high degree of probability.

3. This FBI-released pic of the remains of one of the exploded backpacks ties the 
agent forensically to the explosion. The small circle on the right shows the tell-tale 
square found on the top of the backpack in pic #1. The larger circle show a congru-
ence between the straps in the two pics.

4-5. In this reverse image from the lower half of pic#1 clearly identifies these agents as 
belonging to Craft International, a mercenary militia formed from the Navy Seals by 
Chris Kyle, a Seal sniper who boasted he killed the most Iraqis. The Craft skull logo is 
clearly visible on the cap of of one of the agents. Pic #5 shows a larger image of the 
skull and the company’s endorsement of violence. In addition, khaki pants, black jack-
ets and combat boots are the standard Craft uniform.

What was Craft doing at the Marathon? Why were they even needed?
How many Craft mercenaries were on site?
Who hired them—FBI, DHS, Boston police?
What are the names of the two agents in pic #1?
Have these agents been interviewed regarding the missing backpack?
Has anyone proven that the exploded backpack belonged to either of the Tsarnaev 
brothers?

Questions that reporters have not asked include


